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The only textbook that fully supports the Oxford AQA International GCSE Biology
specification (9201), for first teaching in September 2016. The enquiry-based,
international approach builds scientific skills and knowledge, preparing students
for the Oxford AQA International GCSE exams and supporting their progression
to further A Level study.
Absolute clarity is the aim with a new generation of revision guide for the 2020s.
This guide has been expertly compiled and edited by successful former teachers
of Computer Science, highly experienced examiners and a good dollop of
scientific research into what makes revision most effective. Past examinations
questions are essential to good preparation, improving understanding and
confidence. This guide has combined revision with tips and more practice
questions than you could shake a stick at. All the essential ingredients for getting
a grade you can be really proud of. Each specification topic has been referenced
and distilled into the key points to make in an examination for top marks.
Questions on all topics assessing knowledge, application and analysis are all
specifically and carefully devised throughout this book.
Unlock your students' full potential with these revision guides from our bestPage 1/11
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selling series My Revision Notes With My Revision Notes your students can: Manage their own revision with step-by-step support from experienced teachers
with examining experience. - Apply scientific terms accurately with the help of
definitions and key words. - Prepare for practicals with questions based on
practical work. - Focus on the key points from each topic - Plan and pace their
revision with the revision planner. - Test understanding with end-of-topic
questions and answers. - Get exam ready with last minute quick quizzes
available on the Hodder Education Website.
AQA approved. Develop your students' scientific thinking and practical skills
within a more rigorous curriculum; differentiated practice questions, progress
tracking, mathematical support and assessment preparation will consolidate
understanding and develop key skills to ensure progression. - Builds scientific
thinking, analysis and evaluation skills with dedicated Working Scientifically tasks
and support for the 8 required practicals, along with extra activities for broader
learning - Supports students of all abilities with plenty of scaffolded and
differentiated Test Yourself Questions, Show You Can challenges, Chapter
review Questions and synoptic practice Questions - Supports Foundation and
Higher tier students, with Higher tier-only content clearly marked - Builds Literacy
skills for the new specification with key words highlighted and practice extended
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answer writing and spelling/vocabulary tests
The Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Biology, Chemistry and Physics Lab Books are a new
type of resource to support all of your GCSE Biology, Chemistry and Physics
students in completing the Core Practical requirements.
The second edition of this popular student textbook presents an up-to-date and
comprehensive introduction to the process and practice of teaching and learning
science in the secondary school.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level & Subject: International GCSE Biology and Double
Award Science First teaching: September 2017 First exams: June 2019
This highly respected and valued textbook has been the book of choice for
Cambridge IGCSE students since its publication. This second edition, complete
with CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the
core and extended curriculum topics specified in the Cambridge IGCSE Biology
syllabus. The book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive revision and
exam practice questions, background information and reference material.
"Written specifically for Edexcel's new IGCSE Physics (from 2009) qualification in
a clear and engaging style that students will find easy to understand. This book
includes a wide range of activities and exercises for self-study, as well as
examination style questions and summaries to aid revision."--Publisher's
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description.
Target success in Edexcel International GCSE Biology with this proven formula
for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with examstyle tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can rely on
to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Plan and manage a successful
revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject
knowledge by working through clear and focused content coverage - Test
understanding and identify areas for improvement with regular 'Now Test
Yourself' tasks and answers - Improve exam technique through practice
questions, expert tips and examples of typical mistakes to avoid - Get exam
ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the practice questions available
online
Endorsed for Edexcel. Provide structured support and extra practice with a
wealth of problem-solving and exam-style questions, in this fully updated edition
written by an author team experienced in teaching and examining. - Enables
students to maximise their grade potential and develop their exam skills with 700
exam-style questions. - Supports you and your students through the new
specifications with over 100 additional questions addressing every part of the
new syllabus such as the increase in Algebra. - Helps build problem-solving and
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mathematical reasoning skills with a dedicated chapter covering all topics and
subject areas, with new questions to challenge the most able students. - Offers
support for Higher tier students during their course and when revising for exams.
Providing complete coverage of the 2009 Edexcel IGCSE human biology
specification, this book helps students perform to their best in the exam.
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: Science First Teaching: September
2016 First Exam: Summer 2018 Target success in Science with this proven
formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with
exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes,
every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using
the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject knowledge by working through
clear and focused content coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for
improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers - Improve exam
technique through practice questions, expert tips and examples of typical
mistakes to avoid - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the
practice questions available online Please note that some of the quizzes from the
WJEC GCSE My Revision Notes series are also used in the WJEC GCSE
Teaching and Learning resources.
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Suitable for KS3 English, this guide covers everything from revision notes to
practice SATS questions, with worked examples and a mock SATS paper.
Includes a pull-out wall chart, with stickers, so students can see their exams and
revision opportunities at a glance. Contains a revision planner for a 16-week
revision period, so students can plan their revision strategically across all of their
GCSE subjects. Provides descriptions of practical exam techniques with pros and
cons of each, helping students to identify the best approach for them. Helps
students to identify key topics and measure confidence levels throughout the
revision period. Hints and tips provide practical advice throughout.
Series Editor: Mark Levesley Pearson's resources are designed to be simple,
inclusive and inspiring and to support students in studying for Edexcel GCSE
(9-1) Biology.
GCSE Biology Revision Guide (with online edition)
The routine jobs of yesterday are being replaced by technology and/or shipped
off-shore. In their place, job categories that require knowledge management,
abstract reasoning, and personal services seem to be growing. The modern
workplace requires workers to have broad cognitive and affective skills. Often
referred to as "21st century skills," these skills include being able to solve
complex problems, to think critically about tasks, to effectively communicate with
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people from a variety of different cultures and using a variety of different
techniques, to work in collaboration with others, to adapt to rapidly changing
environments and conditions for performing tasks, to effectively manage one's
work, and to acquire new skills and information on one's own. The National
Research Council (NRC) has convened two prior workshops on the topic of 21st
century skills. The first, held in 2007, was designed to examine research on the
skills required for the 21st century workplace and the extent to which they are
meaningfully different from earlier eras and require corresponding changes in
educational experiences. The second workshop, held in 2009, was designed to
explore demand for these types of skills, consider intersections between science
education reform goals and 21st century skills, examine models of high-quality
science instruction that may develop the skills, and consider science teacher
readiness for 21st century skills. The third workshop was intended to delve more
deeply into the topic of assessment. The goal for this workshop was to capitalize
on the prior efforts and explore strategies for assessing the five skills identified
earlier. The Committee on the Assessment of 21st Century Skills was asked to
organize a workshop that reviewed the assessments and related research for
each of the five skills identified at the previous workshops, with special attention
to recent developments in technology-enabled assessment of critical thinking and
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problem-solving skills. In designing the workshop, the committee collapsed the
five skills into three broad clusters as shown below: Cognitive skills: nonroutine
problem solving, critical thinking, systems thinking Interpersonal skills: complex
communication, social skills, team-work, cultural sensitivity, dealing with diversity
Intrapersonal skills: self-management, time management, self-development, selfregulation, adaptability, executive functioning Assessing 21st Century Skills
provides an integrated summary of the presentations and discussions from both
parts of the third workshop.
This Student Book provides a grammar-led approach with extensive exam preparation to
develop independent, culturally aware students of German, ready for the exam. This book is
endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest IGCSE® (0525) and
International Level 1/Level 2 Certificate (0677) syllabuses. Extensive use of German reflects
the style of the exams and, with specific advice and practice, it helps students use the acquired
skills to their best ability. Topics on German-speaking cultures are integrated throughout to
ensure students gain the cultural awareness that is at the heart of this qualification. - Develop
students' ability to use German effectively - Stretch and challenge students to achieve their
best grades - Ensure the progression required for further study at A-level or equivalent Provide insight and encourage a positive attitude towards other cultures The book provides upto-date content following a clear sequencing of topics designed specifically for teaching
German at this level. It is designed to develop spontaneous, confident linguists who are able to
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progress to further study of German. - Teacher Resource + Audio-CDs (ISBN 9781471833076)
includes all recordings and transcripts together with detailed guidance, editable vocabulary
lists, cultural PowerPoints and interactive quizzes - Grammar Workbook (ISBN
9781471833182) Vocabulary is also available online at Vocab Express, an interactive learning
application Visit www.vocabexpress.co.uk/hodder for more information.
Series Editor: Mark Levesley Pearson's resources are designed to be simple, inclusive and
inspiring and to support students in studying for Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Chemistry.
Collins International GCSE Biology provides complete coverage of the new Edexcel
International GCSE specification for Biology and is packed full of questions, in depth content,
practical investigative skills features and more.
Series Editor: Mark Levesley Pearson's resources are designed to be simple, inclusive and
inspiring and to support students in studying for Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Combined Science.
Succeeding in the Biomedical Admissions Test is a comprehensive guide that provides
prospective applicants with the information necessary to achieve the desired results on the
BMAT, including practice questions and a full mock exam.
The second edition of this popular student textbook presents an up-to-date and comprehensive
introduction to the process and practice of teaching and learning science. It takes into account
changes in science education since the first edition was published, including more recent
curriculum reform. This new edition builds upon the success of its predecessor, introducing
new material on the use of ICT in science teaching, as well as providing sound, informative
and useful discussion on: managing your professional development; knowledge, concepts and
principles of science; planning for learning and teaching in science; practical teaching
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strategies; selecting and using resources; assessment and examinations; and the broader
science curriculum. (Midwest).

Exam Board: Edexcel Level: IGCSE Subject: Biology First Teaching: September 2017
First Exam: Summer 2019 Develop your students' scientific thinking and practical skills
with this second edition, fully updated to match the new 2017 specifications. - Build
students' knowledge with in-depth yet accessible scientific content - Test understanding
with study questions throughout the book - Prepare students for the exam with sample
answers and expert comments plus exam-style questions for every section - Build
practical skills with coverage of all required practicals plus further suggested
experiments - Develop mathematical skills with maths explanations and questions
throughout - Answers to all activities freely available online
Offers complete coverage of the specification Includes free student ActiveBook CDROM Links to additional support and teacher support are provided online directly from
Edexcel
Revision is serious business... and we're serious about revision. Inside this Revision
Guide you'll find everything you need to succeed in the new GCSE 9-1 Maths Higher
examinations. It is packed full of tips and tasks to make sure you really know and
understand the key revision points. Written by Maths experts and combined with cutting
edge technology to help you revise on-the-go, you can: * Use the free, personalised
digital revision planner and get stuck into the quick tests to check your understanding *
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Download our free revision cards which you can save to your phone to help you revise
on the go * Implement 'active' revision techniques - giving you lots of tips and tricks to
help the knowledge sink in Snap it! Read it, snap it on your phone, revise it...helpsyou
retain key facts Nail it! Examiner tips to help you get better grades Stretch it! Support
for the really tough stuff that will get you higher grades The perfect companion... GCSE
9-1 Maths Higher Practice Book * 100s of practice questions * Exam techniques
explained * Matches 9-1 specification
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B
specification, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the
specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this
book is designed to engage students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
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